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ABSTRACT 

 
Given the observation that content transformations tend to preserve 
semantic information, we demonstrated in previous research that 
model-free semantic concept detection can be successfully 
leveraged for identifying NDVCs. In this paper, we seek a better 
understanding of the usefulness of model-free semantic concept 
detection for both the task of annotation and NDVC detection. In 
particular, through extensive experiments, we demonstrate that the 
problem of detecting semantic concepts for the goal of identifying 
NDVCs is more relaxed than the problem of detecting semantic 
concepts for annotation purposes: whereas incorrectly detected 
semantic concepts negatively affect the effectiveness of annotation, 
they do not negatively affect the effectiveness of NDVC detection, 
as long as the same incorrect semantic concepts are detected for 
both the reference and near-duplicate video clips. This observation 
has practical implications for the design of a video management 
system that makes use of model-free semantic concept detection 
for both the purpose of annotation and NDVC detection. 
 

Index Terms— Annotation, folksonomy, near-duplicate video 
clip detection, semantic concept detection, video copy detection 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Near-duplicate video clip (NDVC) detection is at the core of 
multimedia applications such as media usage monitoring, content 
linking on the Web, metadata propagation for annotation purposes, 
protection of intellectual property, mitigation of visual redundancy 
in search results, and management of personal media libraries [1]. 
Given a reference video database and a query video clip, the goal 
of NDVC detection is to find all matches between the query video 
clip and the video clips in the reference video database. To that end, 
video clips are often represented by means of low-visual features 
extracted from keyframes. This representation is commonly 
referred to as a video signature. Low-level visual features may for 
instance describe color [2] or the spatial distribution of intensity 
information [3]. For an overview of content-based video copy 
detection, we would like to refer the reader to [4] and [5]. 

Given the observation that content transformations tend to 
preserve the semantic information conveyed by the altered video 
content [6], we demonstrated in previous research that semantic 
concept detection can be successfully leveraged for identifying 
NDVCs. In [7], we discuss the identification of NDVCs using 
model-based semantic concept detection, relying on the temporal 
variation of a limited number of semantic concepts to overcome a 

restricted concept vocabulary. In [8], we propose to identify 
NDVCs by using model-free semantic concept detection, 
exploiting an unrestricted concept vocabulary and eliminating the 
need for training. Specifically, we propose to take advantage of the 
collective knowledge in an image folksonomy (i.e., a collection of 
user-provided images and user-defined tags) for the goal of 
semantic concept detection and subsequent NDVC identification. 

Whereas our previous research efforts focused on the 
effectiveness of NDVC detection, the aim of this paper is to seek a 
better understanding of the use of model-free semantic concept 
detection for both the task of annotation and NDVC detection. 
Based on experimental results obtained for the MIRFLICKR-
25000 and the TRECVID 2009 datasets, we demonstrate that the 
problem of detecting semantic concepts for the goal of identifying 
NDVCs is more relaxed than the problem of detecting semantic 
concepts for annotation purposes. Specifically, we find that 
incorrectly detected semantic concepts do not negatively affect the 
effectiveness of NDVC detection, as long as the same incorrect 
semantic concepts are detected for both the reference and near-
duplicate video clips. This observation has practical implications 
for the design of a video management system that makes use of 
model-free semantic concept detection for both the purpose of 
annotation and NDVC detection, and in particular for the selection 
of a feasible tag relevance threshold, used during the retrieval of 
images and tags from an image folksonomy. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines our 
approach for model-free semantic concept detection, focusing on 
its use for identifying NDVCs. Experimental results are 
subsequently discussed in Section 3. Finally, conclusions and 
directions for future research are presented in Section 4. 

 
2. NDVC DETECTION USING MODEL-FREE 

SEMANTIC CONCEPT DETECTION 
 
Fig. 1 visualizes our technique for model-free semantic concept 
detection, and its subsequent use for annotation and NDVC 
identification purposes. In what follows, we focus on explaining 
our semantic approach for NDVC detection, given that this 
approach aims at taking model-free semantic concept detection a 
step further, compared to the task of annotation. 

The following steps are used to determine whether a newly 
uploaded video clip is a near-duplicate version of a reference video 
clip: 1) video shot segmentation; 2) semantic concept detection; 3) 
creation of a semantic video signature; and 4) matching of 
semantic video signatures. The last three steps will be explained in 
more detail in the following subsections (see also [8]). 
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Fig. 1. Annotation and NDVC detection using model-free semantic 
concept detection. 
 
2.1. Semantic concept detection 
Semantic concept detection for a video clip V is performed at the 
level of shots. To that end, V is first segmented into N shots such 
that V = <S1, S2, …, SN>, with Si denoting the ith shot of V. Next, 
each shot Si is represented by a key frame, and a keyframe is in its 
turn represented by low-level visual features. The low-level visual 
features of the keyframe under consideration are subsquently used 
to retrieve the top K most visually similar images from an image 
folksonomy. The user-defined tags of the top K most visually 
similar images are retrieved as well. The relevance of a user-
defined tag t to Si is then measured as follows [9]: 
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where c denotes the frequency of t in the set of K visual neighbors 
of Si, where |Lt| represents the number of images labeled with t in 
the folksonomy F, and where |F| denotes the total number of 
images in F. If R(t) is higher than a prespecified tag relevance 
threshold ζtag, then we assume that t is representative for Si. 
 
2.2. Creation of a semantic video signature 
Given that a shot usually contains multiple semantic concepts, we 
represent each shot by means of a semantic feature signature Ai: 
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where ti,j is the jth semantic concept detected for Si. The weight 
value wi,j for ti,j is computed as follows: 
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The semantic signature U of V is then defined as follows: 
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2.3. Matching of semantic video signatures 
Video matching aims at determining whether a query video clip 
appears in a reference video clip, and if so, at what location in the 
reference video clip. Given (4), we meassure the dissimilarity 
between a query video clip Vq, having N shots, and a reference 
video clip Vr, having L shots, as follows: 
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where p denotes the position of the video shot in the reference 
video clip at which dissimilarity measurement starts. If D(Vq, Vr) is 

smaller than a prespecified threshold ζvideo, then we assume that Vq 
is a near-duplicate of Vr. 

Dshot(Aq
i,Ar

i+p) in (5) represents the semantic dissimilarity 
between two video shots, measured using SQFD [10][11]: 
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weight vectors, and where [Wq | –Wr] denotes the concatenation of 
Wq and –Wr. Furthermore, G denotes a ground similarity matrix of 
dimension (|Aq|+|Ar|)×(|Aq|+|Ar|). This matrix is the result of 
applying a similarity function to the semantic concepts assigned to 
the two video shots. The ground similarity between two semantic 
concepts is measured by means of tag (co-)occurrence statistics 
[12]. Specifically, the elements of G are computed as follows: 
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where the numerator denotes the set of images annotated with both 
ti and tj, and where the denominator denotes the set of images 
annotated with t. In our experiments, the tags ti and tj were used to 
query the Flickr image search engine in order to reliably estimate 
the number of images in the aforementioned sets. 

As discussed in [10], SQFD bridges the gap between quadratic 
form distances and adaptive feature signatures, making it possible 
to take into account the fact that the nature and the number of 
detected semantic concepts may strongly vary from video shot to 
video shot. Moreover, SQFD is computationally efficient. 
 

3. EXPERIMENTS 
 

3.1. Experimental setup 
Our experiments made use of the publicly available MIRFLICKR-
25000 image set [13] as a source of collective knowledge. Also, 
our experiments relied on the publicly available TRECVID 2009 
video set [14] to create a reference video database and NDVCs. 
TRECVID 2009 contains 400 video clips, having a total duration 
of 100 hours. Shot detection was performed by using the technique 
proposed in [15]. Further, the frame in the middle of each shot was 
used as a representative keyframe. In our experiments, Bag of 
Visual Words (BoVW) was used to represent the low-level visual 
content of folksonomy images and keyframes, using a vocabulary 
of 500 visual words, derived from 61,901 training images [16]. In 
addition, interest points were detected, described, and clustered 
using Difference of Gaussians (DoG), the Scale Invariant Feature 
Transform (SIFT), and k-means clustering, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Precision of annotation as a function of the tag relevance threshold. 
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Fig. 3. Average number of detected semantic concepts per shot as a 
function of the tag relevance threshold. 

 

 
Fig. 4. NDCR as a function of the tag relevance threshold. 

 
The Normalized Detection Cost Ratio (NDCR) was used to 

measure the effectiveness of NDVC detection [17]: 
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and Pmiss is the probability of a miss and RFA is the false alarm rate. 
Further, NTP, NFN, and NFP denote the number of true positives, 
false negatives, and false positives, respectively, while Trefdata and 
Tquery represent the total duration of the reference video clips and 
the query video clips, respectively (duration is expressed in hours). 
In addition, β is a factor that trades off the cost of missing a true 
positive and the cost of having to deal with a false alarm. In our 
experiments, following the recommendation made by [17], we set 
β = 2. 

Finally, the threshold for video matching ζvideo was empirically 
set to 0.4. Also, folksonomy-based semantic concept detection was 
realized using 10 nearest neighbor images (i.e., K is set to 10). 
 
3.2. Experimental results 
 
3.2.1. Effectiveness of annotation 
We first investigate the influence of incorrectly detected semantic 
concepts on the effectiveness of annotation. To that end, we 
calculate the precision of the detected semantic concepts as a 
function of the tag relevance threshold ζtag (see Section 2.1), for 10 
video clips randomly selected from the reference video database. 
Precision is computed by dividing the number of true positives per 
shot by the total number of true and false positives, and then 
averaging this number over all shots and video clips used. We 
assume that the precision of the detected semantic concepts for the 
10 reference video clips is representative for their near-duplicate 
versions (given that transformations used to create NDVCs tend to 
preserve semantic information). 
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interestingness park, flower

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. Example keyframes. Correct semantic concepts have been 
underlined. In addition, semantic concepts that have been detected for both 
the reference and near-duplicate video clips have been marked in bold. 
 

Fig. 2 illustrates that the use of a higher tag relevance threshold 
results in an increase of the precision of annotation. This holds 
particularly true when the tag relevance threshold becomes higher 
than 0.10. However, even for a tag relevance threshold higher than 
0.13, incorrectly detected semantic concepts are still present. 
Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows that the use of a higher tag relevance 
threshold results in a decrease of the average number of detected 
semantic concepts per shot (this average includes both true and 
false positives). 
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3.2.1. Effectiveness of NDVC detection 
To investigate the influence of incorrectly detected semantic 
concepts on the effectiveness of NDVC detection, we created 40 
NDVCs by applying four transformations (blurring, picture-in-
picture, change in brightness, and cropping) to the 10 reference 
video clips used in Section 3.2.1. 

Compared to the effectiveness of annotation, Fig. 4 shows that 
the effectiveness of NDVC detection is highly robust against a 
varying tag relevance threshold, as long as the threshold is between 
0.01 and 0.11. When the threshold is higher than 0.11, the 
effectiveness of NDVC detection quickly decreases. This is due to 
the presence of a lower number of semantic concepts (see Fig. 3), 
resulting in less discriminative power. 

Fig. 5 contains two example key frames, annotated with 
semantic concepts that have been detected by making use of the 
collective knowledge present in MIRFLICKR-25000. First, we can 
observe that several semantic concepts are irrelevant to the video 
content. This can mainly be attributed to two reasons: the presence 
of noisy tags in MIRFLICKR-25000 and the limitations of content-
based retrieval [9][12]. Second, we can observe that the 
transformed keyframes have a significant number of detected 
semantic concepts in common with the unaltered keyframes, 
especially when the tag relevance threshold either has a value of 
0.01 or 0.10. All of these common concepts contribute to a higher 
NDVC detection effectiveness, regardless of the fact whether these 
semantic concepts are correct or not. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this paper, we discussed the usefullnes of model-free semantic 
concept detection for both the task of annotation and NDVC 
detection. Our experimental results demonstrate that the problem 
of detecting semantic concepts for the goal of identifying NDVCs 
is more relaxed than the problem of detecting semantic concepts 
for annotation purposes: whereas incorrectly detected semantic 
concepts negatively affect the effectiveness of automatic 
annotation, they do not negatively affect the effectiveness of 
NDVC detection, as long as the same incorrect semantic concepts 
are detected for both the original and near-duplicate video clips. 

The aforementioned observation is of practical significance for 
the design of a video management system that simultaneously aims 
at annotating newly uploaded video clips and detecting whether 
these video clips are near-duplicate versions of video clips in a 
reference video database. For a trade-off exists that influences the 
selection of a feasible tag relevance threshold, used during the 
retrieval of images and tags from an image folksonomy: the use of 
a high tag relevance threshold may result in a high precision of 
annotation, but in an NDVC detection effectiveness that is low 
(due to a high number of false positives), and vice versa. 

In future research, we plan to investigate whether the presented 
NDVC detection system fullfills the requiremens of stochastic 
resonance, wherein adding noise to a threshold measurement 
system can sometimes improve its performance. 
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